
 
 

Filling In The Music Reporting Form 
 
Transmission/Programme Details. 
 
 
 
Programme Title:    Enter the programme or strand title 
 
 
Episode Title:     If a series, enter the title of the episode. 
 
 
Episode Number:    If a series, enter the number of the series. 
 
 
Programme/Costing Number. Enter the number which is valid for the 

programme to be reported. 
 
 
Transmission Date and Time:   Enter the date and time of the programme 

transmitted. 
 
 
First Transmission Date:   If a repeat, enter the broadcast date of the 

first   transmission. 
 
 
Programme Type:   Enter a letter to represent one the following 

categories: 
 
Letter      Definition   Letter  Definition 
A    BBC Production  E BBC Production Repeat 
B    Independent Production F Independent Production repeat 
C    Co-Production  G Co-Production repeat 
D    Acquired Programme H Acquired Programme repeat 
 
 
Source:  For an Independent, Co-Production or Acquired Programme, enter 
the name of the Company/Co-Producer/programme supplier. 
 
Repeats:  Please note that when reporting a repeat, you need to update the 
Programme/Costing number, Transmission Date and Time, First 
Transmission Date and Programme Type. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Music Details. 
 
 
 
Music Code:  For each item one code must be entered to show the origin of 
the performance.  The origin codes are: 
 
 
A    Music on archive material from the BBC Archives. 
C    Commercial disc, tape, cartridge or compact disc. 
F    BBC Radioplay Collection 
H    Specially composed Radiophonic Workshop material 
K    Commercial recordings published over 50 years ago (not re-
pressings) 
L    Live performance (and miming on live programmes for TV) 
M    Publisher Mood music 
N    Non-commercial private tapes 
P    Video use 
R    BBC, or other studio or location recording (not specially composed) 
2    2nd or further use of “R” code within 28 days of the 1st transmission 
T    Soundtrack tape (from BBC’s Film Unit or film soundtrack from 
Programme  

 Acquisitions) 
U    Stock music (e.g. EBU tapes) 
X    Specially composed music, excluding Radiophonic Workshop 
 
 
Additional Codes:   
 
S    If the music item has been used as a signature tune for your 
programme. 
 
D    If an A, C, M or T code (above) has been dubbed (or you are 
reporting a pre-recorded programme) 
 
B or V Either B (Background) or V (Visual) codes are mandatory additional 
codes for TV. 
Background music is music added solely for the benefit of the audience and 
thus forms no intrinsic part of the programme. 
 
Visual music forms a part of the programme in as much as it appears to be or 
is audible to those taking part in the programme, e.g. any music sung or 
played in vision, music which characters in a play can hear even if it comes 
from a performer or record player not in vision, music heard by people sitting 
in a cafe even though to those in the programme it would be background 
music.  All actuality music is visual. 
 
Music Title.  Enter in full the title as shown on the recording or sheet music (if 
used).  Where only a part of a long work is used the overall title of the work, 
followed by the details of the movement(s) used must be given.  When in the 



course of production, new words are added to a piece of music, or replace the 
original lyrics, e.g. in a parody, the title of the original music must be given.  
Permission for the use of a parody must be granted from the publishers 
before the broadcast. 
 
Composer.  Enter the surname first, then forename(s).  If every effort has 
been made but no information is available, enter “NFI” (No Further 
Information).  If the item is a traditional piece with no known composer(s), 
enter “Trad”.  Lyricists should be entered in the Composer field.  Separate 
each composer name with a “/”. 
 
Publisher.  Company names may be shortened by omitting the descriptive 
detail, e.g. “...Publishing Company Limited”.  If an item is unpublished or 
played from manuscript, enter “MS”.  If there is no publisher, enter “NA”.  
Separate each publisher with an “/”. 
 
Arranger.  Enter the surname first, and forename(s).  If there is no arranger, 
enter “NA”. 
 
Performer.  The Performer(s) must be entered, surname first.  Separate each 
performer with “/”.  If there are many performers, enter them in order of 
importance, e.g. Band/Orchestra name first, Conductor, Soloists, etc. 
 
Label.  This must be completed for all items coded  C, F, K, M or P.  For 
commercial recordings it is important to use the label name and not the name 
of the distribution company.  For Radioplay (F code) enter the descriptive title 
for the code, i.e. BBC Radioplay. 
 
Prefix and Number.  The number must be completed for all items coded C, F, 
K, M or P.  In the case of commercial recordings, this is the catalogue number 
and normally appears at the top right hand corner of the back of the CD, or on 
the spine.  Do not confuse this with the barcode number.   The Prefix often 
contains letters and appears before the number.   The ISRC number must be 
entered for video use. 
 
LP Title.  The title must be entered for all items which have label details. 
 
Track.  The track number must be entered for all items with label details. 
 
Duration.  Enter as minutes and seconds using 5 digits, separating the 
minutes from the seconds with a space, e.g. 003 41. 
 
Total Music Items In Programme.  Count the individual durations reported 
and enter them after the four question marks, e.g. ???? 27 
 
Please remember. 
 

• All music must be reported accurately 
 


